**JUNCTION BOX LOCATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>OFFSET</th>
<th>TOP OR GT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TS = TRAFFIC SYSTEM**
**LS = LIGHTING SYSTEM**

JUNCTION BOX LOCATIONS SHOWN ARE APPROXIMATE CENTER JUNCTION BOX INSTALLATION BETWEEN BARRIER DUMMY JOINTS.

INSTALL ALL CONDUIT RUNS TO DRAW TO A BARRIER END OR PROVIDE DRAW AT ALL LOW POINTS IN CONDUIT RUN ON BRIDGE.

**BENDING DIAGRAM**

- ALL DIMENSIONS ARE OUT TO OUT.
- 90° = DIMENSIONS TO POINTS OF INTERSECTION.
- FOR 90° A 1/2" HARD SEE WINDOWN OR RETAINING WALL PLANS.

**SECTION A - BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB**

FOR DETAILS NOT SHOWN SEE "OUTSIDE ELEVATION" AND "TYPICAL SECTION - TRAFFIC BARRIER".

**SECTION B - BRIDGE**

FOR DETAILS NOT SHOWN SEE "OUTSIDE ELEVATION" AND "TYPICAL SECTION - TRAFFIC BARRIER".

- BLOCKOUT WIDTH MAY BE INCREASED TO 6" TO ALLOW CONDUITS OF A LARGER DIAMETER THAN 2" TO EXIT BARRIER OR WALL WITHOUT REBAR STEEL CONFLICT.

**STANDARD TRAFFIC BARRIERS**

TRAFFIC BARRIER - SHAPE F
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